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100% WATERPROOF + ENERGY SAVINGS + STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY + STOPS CORROSION + PROLONG ROOF LIFE

SYSTEM 1100 - REPAIR & REINFORCEMENT

This complete, seamless protective all rubber finish damp-proofs, provides an ENERGY STAR™; 
bright white reflective surface for your concrete roof that instantly cools and can reduce peak energy 
cooling demand by up to 15%, simultaneously blocking 100% of the damaging UV from reaching 
your original roof. This solution is best when minimal work is required and the performance relies on 
the integrity of the existing roof. 

PolyCore™ stitch bonded 100% polyester reinforcing membrane 
makes every repair stronger. The precisely spaced warp in the material 
provides integrated channels for liquid rubber to flow through, interlock-
ing and further increasing dimensional integrity. PolyCore II™, with its 
flatter profile, permits complete encapsulation with less coating.

This reinforcing fabric is the premier membrane for adding strength to 
critical roof areas and repairs.
◦ Exceptional multi-directional strength
◦ Superior elongation properties
◦ Adds strength to critical roof areas where repairs are made

100mm PolyCore™ is used for seams. 
150mm PolyCore™ is used for flashing. 
1020-1060 rolls of PolyCore™ are used to efficiently cap larger sections, 
including entire roofs.

Polyprene® is an all rubber, universal roof repair cement used for 
flashings, seams, pitch pans, cracks, splits and making various repairs 
on all roof types. It provides you with a long-lasting, water-tight, 100% 
rubber seal. Polyprene® was voted the #1 repair compound among 
roofing professionals. The heavily fibered high-solids content prevents 
mud cracking, making it ideal for pitch pans as well as to seal seams, 
cracks, around vibrating rooftop equipment, skylights, vents, flashings, 
and more. In emergency situations, wet surface adhesive agents allow 
repairs even to damp metal.
◦Quickly and easily reinforces critical areas
◦All rubber, fiber reinforced — stays flexible and won’t crack when cold
◦Wet surface adhesive agents allow repairs to damp metal, when re-
quired
◦Easily incorporates PolyCore™ reinforcement polyester, when needed, 
for extra strength
◦Can be applied thick, in one layer, without the threat of mud cracking
◦Available in Heavy Brush Grade & Trowel Grade for ease of use and 
versatility


